FACTORY LAP

AUSSIE SKIN 550

FACTORY LAP ADHESIVE

MIN. LAP ALLOWED 2.5"

Important Note: When installing the "Factory Lap", The Installation procedure should be as follows:
1) Remove the black plastic film from the factory lap to expose the adhesive.
2) Lay down the 2nd layer of Skin over the exposed Adhesive. (leave 1/8"-1/4" of adhesive exposed) Roll the steel roller over the 2nd layer of skin several times while applying significant pressure.
3) Verify seam is completely and properly bonded.

NON-FACTORY LAP

AUSSIE SKIN 550

DOUBLE SIDED TAPE (AUSSIE TAPE)

MIN. LAP ALLOWED 3.5"

Important Note: When installing the "Non-Factory Lap", The Installation procedure should be as follows:
1) Remove the black plastic film from one side of the double-sided tape.
2) Lay down the Double-Sided Tape on the sanded side of the first layer of Aussie Skin.
3) THOROUGHLY COMPRESS THE DOUBLE-SIDED TAPE ONTO THE SANDED SIDE OF THE AUSSIE SKIN USING AVM’S APPROVED STEEL ROLLERS. (ROLL THE STEEL ROLLER OVER THE TAPE SEVERAL TIMES WHILE APPLYING SIGNIFICANT PRESSURE!)
4) Carefully remove the clear film (2nd layer of film) from the Double-Sided Tape.
5) Lay down the 2nd layer of Skin over the exposed double-Sided Tape. (leave 1/8"-1/4" of tape exposed) Roll the steel roller over the 2nd layer of skin several times while applying significant pressure.
6) Verify seam is completely and properly bonded.
7) If multiple pieces of Double-Sided Tape are needed, overlap them!

NOTES:
1. Aussie Skin 550 is a Heavy, Duty, Easy to Install, Puncture Resistant Sheet Waterproofing Membrane with added technologies creating excellent adhesion between the membrane and wet Concrete or Shot-Crete.
2. All surfaces must be clean and sound before installing the Lap Joints
3. Double sided tape must be used as supplied (min. 4" wide)

Below Water Table Installations
Below the water table, drain board may be substituted with approved protection layer